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This is a farce/parody/black comedy ... a takeoff from the Sherlock Holmes genre. Most

assuredly, it is pure fun. Read it with your tongue firmly planted in your cheek - and enjoy the

wild "ride" as this is a crime that will titillate you!

About the AuthorLeisure Arts is a leading publisher and distributor of how-to and lifestyle

publications with emphasis on creative crafts, needlework, decorating, and entertaining.

Leisure Arts is located in Little Rock, AR. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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“Sureluck Homes and Dr. Whatsit’s Case of the Missing Nuts”{Story 13 from: A Walk On The

Dark Side, Vol. 1}ByJay Jacobs II M.D.[A farce/parody/black comedy] �London, England … 1889

… a joyous, lively, vibrant city … NOT! London was, in reality, a dreary and foggy and drizzly

place. However, that was a rather interesting era. Let us (no, not lettuce) look back through

the mists of time – or should I say the most interminable fog? (Not to be confused with fart gas

… excuse me, I had too much beans.) And – you may ask - just WHY was this an interesting

point in time? More on (no, not moron) this shortly… �Firstly, this was about a year after the

Jack the Ripper murders. Most ghastly, indeed. If you recall, five women (of ill repute) were

not only murdered, but they were carved up like Christmas Day turkeys. What makes this case

even more interesting is that the case was never solved. This forever changed the mood of the

city – it became even more somber (if that is even possible) … you could say that a funeral was

more fun than living in London in 1889 (just kidding). �The second reason why this era was of

note (no, not fish and chips or warm beer – who, on Earth, can drink warm beer as it tastes like

horse piss) is that a certain detective of vast cerebral power (and bowel gas) plied his trade.

This, of course, was Sureluck Homes. More about Sherlock Homes I shall elaborate on shortly

(and no, he was not short). �Just imagine – my fine and extremely intelligent readers – if the

fantabulous Sureluck Homes had been called in on the Ripper murders! I bet you that the case

would have been solved by Homes. I mean, Homes was at the pinnacle of his greatness in

1888! Why, oh why was he not called in to solve these dastardly crimes? Maybe because he

is not real? Well, that is a poor excuse in my book, let me tell you! �What is that you say? You

have never heard of Sureluck Homes, but you want to know more? I have wet your whistle?

Oh, grand … grand – that warms my cockles (and no, those are not my naughty bits). Well, let

me first elaborate to you the nexus of Sureluck Homes … and that would be Butcher Street.  �

Yes, therein resided the greatest detective in all of detectivedom. Butcher Street, but of course,

was near Banker Street (because bankers like to eat, and yes, Butcher Street had a couple of

fine butcher shops on it). Now, Butcher Street was nowhere near Bowel Gas Street (because it

did not exist)… �Kiddies! Oh, I so loved the children … maybe a little too much (don’t tell

anyone). Ah, Butcher Street … what a block. There were lots of “the babies” on Butcher Street

– running and playing – so young and tender – oops, I digress… There were hawkers who

sold stuff – and newspaper boys … oh, I really liked them – uh, excuse me… �Well, at 112

Butcher Street, you could say this was “ground zero” for Sureluck Homes, even though he did

not live on the ground floor. Yes, for Sureluck Homes resided in the upstairs parlor and rooms.

The parlor was a large sitting room/den with an associated dining area. The “rooms” consisted

of two bedrooms (one occupied by Sureluck and the other was where Dr. Whatsit (more about

him in a bit) resided before he married and moved out) and a water closet (bathroom, for you

non-Brits). The downstairs was inhabited by the landlady/housekeeper/cook – one Mrs.

Horseface. She ran the place with and iron fist. Why she wore those metal gloves I never

knew.  Her husband got tired of her long ago so he up and died.
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Midas, “Naughty Play On Words. In the beginning of the book, I felt that there were certain

double entendres which were inappropriate. As I read onto the core content of the book, the

play on words were humorous. The unexpected ending was without a doubt A Walk On The

Dark Side.If you're a fan of double entendres, you'll enjoy this story.”

Aaron Case, “A Comic Romp with a Bit of Naughtiness. In this takeoff of Sherlock Holmes, we

are treated with such severe delights. The story is innovative and has a nice little twist. You

will be entertained and shocked, and in tears of laughter!”

The book by Jay Jacobs II M.D. has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 3 people have provided feedback.
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